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About This Game

GET YOUR BRAIN BUZZING with each new challenge in the latest installment of the multi award-winning wacky contraption
series - CRAZY MACHINES ELEMENTS. Play with Fire, harness the power of water and control the wind to set off the most

insanely creative chain reactions! Build crazy machines from everyday objects and bizarre components. Utilize the elements
(fire, water and wind) to discover all the fantastic possibilities available to you! Experiment by night, in the snow or rain! Use

the cloud machine and generate lightning, tornadoes and rain to complete your crazy chain reactions; real physics will
simultaneously be your best ally and your toughest enemy. Take your pick of challenging and zany puzzles to solve, using cool
parts like the clone cannon, monster trucks, fire breathing dragons, and more! Compete with your friends to see who can make

the coolest machine. Design and try out your own wacky inventions using the built-in editor. Loads of totally wacky chain
reactions are just waiting to be created, so put your brain to the test by carrying out zany experiments as the nutty inventor in

CRAZY MACHINES ELEMENTS! Your lab awaits you.

Key Features:

Harness the Power of the Elements: Fire, Water and Wind

True Newtonian Physics

Next Gen 3d Graphics
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Hundreds of Levels and Parts

Control the weather: make it rain, snow and even light up the sky with lightening!

Experiment by day or night
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Title: Crazy Machines Elements
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Fakt Software
Publisher:
Viva Media
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2011
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Hentai is love, hentai is life!. Game is showing great promise. I'm putting my chips on this one. Still in development but
certainly enjoyable. Needs a starting tutor phase but that's one humble sloth's opinion.
I for one love to play and see early access games develop. This one I feel will not disappoint.
Giving this game a big claw up!. Unfortunately this game is not as good as I thought it would be quiet boring actually, but for
3.99 I guess it can pass some time I was hoping for a more completed game that had a higher price point, but the biggest issue is
this game is not optimised correctly and it heats your PC up very quickly within 5 mins my fans were almost all going at max
speed as the machine was so hot, I can run heavy GFX intense games and don't have this issue. Poor.. Wargame: Airland Battle
successfully improves pretty much everything form its predecessor and downright doubles the amount of available units to a
mindbogglingly high number of more than 700. It looks absolutely great and features one of the most massive RTS scales I've
seen so far, save for Total Annihilation and Supreme Commander, but neither of those comes even remotely close to the
impeccable level of detail this Wargame entry offers.

But beware: This game is for hardcore RTS and Wargame fans only, if you never played anything like it, this game will crush
your soul. It is lacking comprehensive tutorials for at least half of the mechanics and requires a heavy amount of personal
learning and experience to even remotely be successful. But when you get there, there are not many RTS that can come close..
game tries to be the stanley parable, but is in fact, not funny or clever. give this one a pass.

also, its a little racist.. Dows anybody remember a game called BIING! from the late 90's?

This is like a facebook-type BIING-Tamagochi with microtransactions:
- You can't really do anything except wait
- ... unless you pay money to wait a little less long
- the only mature content in the game (that i could find) was the word &quot♥♥♥♥♥♥♥quot;

This is just another idler hoping to prove that "(alledged) sex sells". It's been a while since I've played a game where I can just sit
down and not think about the game.

For a puzzle game, that doesn't sound like a good idea. But, in Orbit, it just works. Somehow. You feel like you are part of the
game. You understand everything, and how things are supposed to be put together. It takes some trial and error, especially in the
later levels, but it all makes sense.
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But why did I mention not thinking about the game? It lets your mind wander. You think about the thoughts you haven't thought
in years. The people you haven't spoken to since high school. The "what if"s in life. You're looking at a while screen, watching
multi-colored orbs orbit black orbs with numbers in them. And it unlocks your mind. You unconsciously think of what you do in
the level, while you consciously think about everything else.

And I'm glad to play a game like that again.

Short & serious review time:
It's a short, albeit fun puzzle game revolving around gravity and orbiting planets around black holes. You have to have x amount
of planets orbit around a black hole (or multiple black holes) to complete a level. The puzzles aren't hard, yet some can be
frustrating because they expect you to, for example, orbit 3 max size planets (that are attracted to eachother) around a tiny black
hole.

Also, this game is short. 45 levels for maybe an 45-60 minutes of gameplay. For $10, that's not a lot. However, the game has
user created levels and a level creator. The user levels are either puzzle levels with an objective, or sandboxes where you can
mess around with the physics or watch a simulation.

In short, don't expect your brain to be challenged. This is a casual puzzle game, where you want to spend an hour and relax and
think about life and the universe, or something like that.. THese stickers are so cute!
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DTG !
Where is my DB BR 155
AND Lots of wagons ?
habbin wagons !. Standard shooter: hold 'W' until you find an enemy, point and click, repeat.

Altitude at first: Obstacle course!

Altitude later on: Varied fights with constant maneuvering. The layout of the area and the speed, position and angle you have
relative to your enemy when you encounter them all affect how the battle plays out.

Some beginners tips:

The most popular map, "Football", has no obstacles so is easy for beginners.

The bots who sometimes fill out teams on public servers are mostly on difficult settings with perfect aim, and can give even
experienced players trouble. Their main weakness is that they will focus completely on whatever target or objective they have at
the moment, ignoring other enemies unless you go straight in front of them.

When on a server, press TAB and look at the player's levels next to their badges. If there's no number, they're level 60.
Sometimes a level 60 will start over from level 1, for prestige, but you can tell them apart by their more complex badges vs a
beginners cartoony blue and yellow ones.

Anyway, level 60 people are usually pretty good. Sometimes I don't even fire at low level guys, just circle around them dodging
their shots, and they often crash before managing to kill me :) The game has a high skill-ceiling. So you might want to find a
server with beginners, the servers with just a few players on them often are.

Now, get online and try to hit me :). i had a lot of fun the advanture where fun the graffit where nice and the story was good.
This game has such a genius community ! They can do everything , even things that are not supposed to be in the whole
universe.... Simple, yet brilliant idea.. Not for beigginers... too complicated.. I would definitely recommend this game to anyone
that enjoys things like Cards Against Humanity or other silly board games. This game can be as raunchy and as calm as you
need. I bought this to try out when my friends come over and we loved it so much that it has become a staple in our game nights.
We have even made a few of our own prompts with inside jokes. It's perfect for large groups because everyone has a phone and
a finger to draw with, you don't need to sync up controllers or take turns.
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